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KWAI CHUNG

Kwai Chung is an urban area within Tsuen Wan New Town in the New Territories
of Hong Kong. Together with Tsing Yi Island, it is part of the Kwai Tsing District
District of Hong Kong. Kwai Chung is the site of the container port. It is also part
of Tsuen Wan New Town. In 2000, it had a population of 287,000. Its area is
9.93 km². Areas within Kwai Chung include: Kwai Fong, Kwai Hing, Lai King, Tai Wo
Hau.
In earlier times Kwai Chung was called Kwai Chung Tsz (葵涌子). Kwai Chung was
a stream (Chung) that emptied into Gin Drinkers Bay. The whole bay was
reclaimed for land and the stream is no longer visible.
70% of the district residents lives in public estate, while there are 30 public
estates in the entire district. Kwai Chung is the home of the principal commercial
cargo handling area of Hong Kong, the Kwai Chung Container Terminal, one of the
largest and busiest port facilities in the world. The main commercial port was
relocated here from Yau Ma Tei in the 1980s, in preparation for the West Kowloon
Reclamation, which has left the original waterfront of Yau Ma Tei almost half a
mile inland.

KWAI CHUNG
WATERFRONT
Kwai Chung waterfront area is the main focus in this project. The waterfront of
Kwai Chung is also referred as the Gin Drinker Bay. Gin Drinker Bay got the name
from the drinking pirate over there, and there is hearsay of pirates killing after
getting drunk. It was also called Lap Sap Wan as there was a landfill operating
from 1955 to 1979: therefore, safety and hygiene problems were caused.
Simultaneously, few people lived and visited there; it was later chosen as the site
for the cemetery, crematorium, and the public cargo working area.
As we realized that Programs of land uses in the waterfront are segregated from
the community, and developing public transport is a straightforward way to
connect them. In contrast, there is traffic congestion and air pollution due to the
use of excess private vehicles. Therefore encouraging the use of public transport
to reduce congestion and connect the site is an opportunity. On the other hand,
increasing public accessibility for the public can also reduce the illegal dumping
rate at some point.
However, companies have a low intention to develop public transport in the area,
since there is a low demand for it. The second constraint of it will be the conflicts
between workers and the residents. If these areas are overly exposed to public
usage, it may also affect the industry's effectiveness.

VISION:
A pioneering design of a vigorous
and revitalized waterfront

Adapted photo : FuJian Cyclepark Design

DESIGN
The bicycle-oriented design creates a slower pace for the Kwai
Chung residents and creates an atmosphere where they could
depend more on bicycles as their first-priority transportation.
Creating a district where people ride their bicycles to work, school,
relax and play. A place where bicycle become an integral part of
the culture and a symbolic meaning of the entire district

Aim 1:
Unclose the waterfront and reframe
it into a pioneer smart bicycle hub

Adapted photo : FuJian Cyclepark Design

AIM 1
OBJECTIVES

i) Assure 70% of the bicycle-related facilities are
technology-oriented and automated

ii) Reshape the district’s focus and convert 60% of the
waterfront programs and industries to bicycle and
similar sports-related

iii) Develop a transparent technology system for the
waterfront, in order to guarantee 100% technological
data and information of the site enclosed to public

iv) To host at least one bicycle-related international
event once every five years.

Five objectives were designed and revealed based on Aim 1
to create a whole new system and interface for the
waterfront. These five objectives will amply justify and
guide the design approach of this project. Designing a
space with a fashionable definition of a metropolitan and
sustainable lifestyle. Connecting people between areas and
de-emphasizes social hierarchies.

v) By 2025, provide bicycle parking facilities that can
accommodate the number of bicycles for 30% of the
district population

Aim 2:
Enhance the creative and recreational
potential of Kwai Chung to attract
visitors and promote local identity

AIM 2
OBJECTIVES

i) Host at least one district-based sports
competition or recreational events annually
(Starting from 2023)

i) Claim a spot at the top 50 tourists places in
Hong Kong on or before 2030 (Defined by
Thrillophila.com)

i) To promote the exchange of local art and
creative activities.

i) Increase the participation and engagement
rate of district-based activities

Five objectives were designed and revealed based on Aim 2
to create a whole new system and interface for the
waterfront. These five objectives will amply justify and
guide the design approach of this project. Designing a
space with a fashionable definition of a metropolitan and
sustainable lifestyle. Connecting people between areas and
de-emphasizes social hierarchies.

i) By 2025. Captivates 300,000 regional
visitors to the waterfront area annually, to
promote local identity.

Aim 3:
Develop Kwai Chung as a partly
car-free district

AIM 3
OBJECTIVES

i) Achieve a "20 minutes cycling circle" within the
district

i) By 2030 reconstruct, 40% pedestrians
sidewalks to user-friendly open space systems

i) By 2030, reduce 60% traffic accidents within
the district (820/year > less than 328)

i) By 2030, 60% of district citizens rely upon
public transport, walking, or cycling for
transportation.

Five objectives were designed and revealed based on Aim 3
to create a whole new system and interface for the
waterfront. These five objectives will amply justify and
guide the design approach of this project. Designing a
space with a fashionable definition of a metropolitan and
sustainable lifestyle. Connecting people between areas and
de-emphasizes social hierarchies.

i) Ensure 100 % access to public transportation for
people with disabilities

DESIGN STRATEGIES

STRATEGIES

Aim 1: Unclose the waterfront and reframe it into a pioneer smart bicycle hub

S1) Establish and centralize bicycle infrastructures within the waterfront
- 1.1 Establish professional bicycle competition venues (eg. Velodome and mountain biking trails)
- 1.2 Establish bicycle parks and design routes for different level of cyclers (eg. Beginners/Children bicycle park, Balance Bike Park)

S2) Develop bicycle-friendly amenities and facilities
- 2.1 Provide Stores, restaurants, and cafes with temporary bicycle stands
- 2.2 Install useable water fountains, vendor machines, shelters and benches for bicycle users
- 2.3 Introduce a new system of autonomous bicycle sharing system within the area
- 2.4 Install adequate and proper changing areas and showers
- 2.5 Install clear Wayfindings (Signs, roadmarks, smart lightings and directional guidances)

S2) Enhance the efficiency of bicycle parking and maintenance
- 3.1 Introduce smart bicycle parking systems in the waterfront area (eg. Multi-storey smart bicycle parking)
- 3.2 Develop automated bicycle repairing stands
- 3.3 Develop a accessible database of equipment availability and supportive retail

S4) Launch promotional programs and reframe the image and character of the waterfront
- 4.1 Organize bicycle rides, programs and workshops (Eg. Buddy programs)
- 4.2 Apps and Website establishment (Containing news, route maps and information of the bicycle hub)
- 4.3 Media Campaign (Facebook and Instagram connections)

S5) Renovate vacant blocks or units of the industrial buildings, and attract bicycle relevant industries
-5.1 Renovate and decorate the industrial buildings
- 5.1 Centralize bicycle industries in the industrial area (Subsidize Bicycle shops, office, Bicycle schools, Bicycle hostel in this area)

STRATEGIES

Aim 2: Enhance the creative and recreational potential of
Kwai Chung to attract visitors and promote local identity

S6) Establish permanent street-art zones
- 6.1 Invite street artist to decorate and display their artworks within designated areas of the waterfront (Eg. Mural art, sculptures,,,)
- 6.2 Grant designated areas for artists to establish their markets and exhibitions

S7) Open up sports and training facilities for the public
- 7.1 Upgrade the BMX park facilities, extend the opening time, and lower the park's entrance and bike rental fees.
- 7.2 Open public gym rooms within the waterfront area
- 7.3 Enclose Olympic-qualified sport facilities for the public (Qualified indoor bicycle circuits)

S8) Repurpose and relocate existing un-welcomed facilities and unused lands
- 8.1 Repurposing temporary land use (STT car parks) in the waterfront
- 8.2 Terminating the current cargo working area and relocate the business to some other comparable working area in Hong Kong
- 8.3 Closing the existing public mortuary, crematorium and slaughterhouse industries in the waterfront
- 8.4 Renovate and refurbish of the slaughterhouse and existing vacant blocks of the industrial buildings

S9) Create dining and shopping options in the waterfront
- 9.1 Issue temporary vendors license ( Food and kiosk licenses)
- 9.2 Holding weekend markets for people to sell artworks and creative works
- 9.3 Introduce medium sized shopping mall to the renovated slaughterhouse (shops and restaurants)

STRATEGIES

Aim 3: Develop Kwai Chung as a partly car-free district

S10) Introduce new forms of sustainable public transport systems to the waterfront area
- 10.1 Build Trackless trams routes circulating Kwai Fong Station and the waterfront
- 10.2 Introduce autonomous electric busses to the waterfront

S11) Connect the bicycle hub with the district residents
-11.1 Build bicycle trails that link residential estates and the initial parks to the bicycle hub.
- 11.2 Redesign road hierarchies to accommodate different bicycle trails
- 11.3 Provide safe and adequate roadside bicycle facilities and installments

S12) Set car-restricted zones in the waterfront
-11.1 Closing down streets to car traffic
- 11.2 Setup pedestrian prioritized zones (promenade)
- 11.3 Vehicle limit zones (Ultra low emission level private vehicles)

DESIGN PROGRAMS

PROGRAMMES

Establish professional bicycle competition venues

S1.1 PHASE

(eg. Velodome and mountain biking trails)

Velodrome
The original STT parking site at Wing Kei road will be cleared out (Wing Kei Road Trucks Car Park) The 2.32
hectares land will be proposed to construct a Velodrome. This velodrome will be meet the Olympic standards
(Track length measured at 250 m) and meets the standards of the International Cycling Union (Union Cycliste
Internationale, UCI). In addition to providing a wide range of leisure facilities for the public, including one
multi-purpose arena which can be converted into badminton courts, basketball courts or volleyball courts, that
will be opened to the public.
The velodrome structure will take up around 1.5 hectares on its own, which can hold at most 3500 visitors and
competitors simultaneously. It will exclusively provide parking space for guests, providing 20 private cars and 2
coaches parking lots.

Reference :BIVAK's proposal for new velodrome

PROGRAMMES

Establish professional bicycle competition venues

S1.1 PHASE

(eg. Velodome and mountain biking trails)

Initial Kwai Chung Park will be proposed to develop a comprehensive cycling course containing mountain bike,
cycle speedway, and cyclocross courses due to its current underused conditions and the abundant amount of
open spaces and various landscape types topographies. Mountain bike rental station and a spectator stand will
also be developed in this area, providing seats for 50 spectators.

Mountain biking course :

Mountain biking is a contest of riding bicycles off-road, often over harsh and bumpy terrain, typically using
specially designed mountain bikes. Special designed bike tracks and ramps are needed to be installed in this
course. Three types of Mountain bike ramps can be installed in this area to cater the various needs for any types
of users.

Trail focus

Bike park focus

Skill Focus

Adjustable
ramp
systems to
enhance the
adjustability
of the course

Designed for all levels
of riding. Can enhance
flow and technical
riddings, good for
beginner riders.

Designed for
slopestyle
courses, targeted
towards jumping
and flowing.

Designed for all levels
of riding. Can enhance
flow and technical
riddings, good for
beginner riders.
Reference : FlowForm Bike Ramps

PROGRAMMES

Establish professional bicycle competition venues

S1.1 PHASE

(eg. Velodome and mountain biking trails)

Initial Kwai Chung Park will be proposed to develop a comprehensive cycling course containing mountain bike,
cycle speedway, and cyclocross courses due to its current underused conditions and the abundant amount of
open spaces and various landscape types topographies.Mountain bike rental station and a spectator stand will
also be developed in this area, providing seats for 50 spectators.

Cyclocross course :
In this sport, the bicycle rider generally has to quickly dismount, carry the bike while navigating the obstruction
and remount. Man made pavement, wooded trails, grass, slopes, staircases and obstacles required. Races for
senior categories are generally between 30 minutes and an hour long, with the distance varying depending on
the ground conditions.

PROGRAMMES

Establish professional bicycle competition venues

S1.1 PHASE

(eg. Velodome and mountain biking trails)

Initial Kwai Chung Park will be proposed to develop a comprehensive cycling course containing mountain bike,
cycle speedway, and cyclocross courses due to its current underused conditions and the abundant amount of
open spaces and various landscape types topographies.Mountain bike rental station and a spectator stand will
also be developed in this area, providing seats for 50 spectators.

Cycle speedway course :
Only an Oval-shaped shale track is needed in this course. The sport has a very inclusive, family-friendly
atmosphere. In this sport, the rider race four laps of the 70 metre track, over several rounds, in order to win
points for themselves and their teams.

PROGRAMMES
S1.2 PHASE

Establish bicycle parks and design routes for different level of cyclers

Initial STT temporary sites in Kwai Yuen Lane and Wing Shun Street Vehicle pound area will be cleared off.
Two bike parks were proposed to be developed on these sites. A total of 2.05 Hectares of bicycle park will be
built.

Bicycle Parks :
The bicycle track will feature a bicycle circuit with different topography levels and various difficulties. It
features a stainless steel cycle bridge and wide cycling tracks made out of asphalt. Different colours on the
tracks will also be used: the choice of surface and colour can clarify where each road user group should go.
Surface and colour choice should help road users understand the use of each area and the main user types of
the circuit. This bicycle park will be targeted to family users and amateur bicycle riders.

Reference : Kowloon Bay Park Cycling Ground

PROGRAMMES
S1.2 PHASE

Establish bicycle parks and design routes for different level of cyclers

Initial abandoned site on the end of Kwai Yuen Lane will be refurbished and constructed into a bicycle park
mainly designed for children and bicycle beginners.

Children Bicycle Park:
The bicycle track will feature a straightforward bicycle circuit decorated with different colourful themes. The
designed tracks of it will be easily handled for any type of users. The park should also be free of sight-barriers,
to allow parents to keep an eye on their children. A Balance Bike Park can also be included in this area, since
balance bike is also very popular among children, while there is only one designated balance bike park in Hong
Kong, which is not enough for the children age group under 7 years old.

Reference : Balance-Bike-Park-@-New-Town-Plaza

PROGRAMMES
S2.1 PHASE

Provide Stores, restaurants, and cafes with temporary bicycle stands

Facilities installments:
Basic facilities including water fountain, benches, temporary bicycle parking stands, autonomous bicycle repair
stations, showering facilities, public toilets and vendor machines will be installed in the Hub area.

Temporary Bicycle
Short-term bike parking is designed for less than one and half-hour visits; therefore, it is recommended to use
lower-priced and simple racks. This kind of parking should be advantageously located near stores, restaurants,
and cafes. These bike racks should allow the users to lock the front wheel and the frame with a U-lock. Provide
two points of contact with the structure and preventing the bike from falling over. Lastly, it should  Be
securely anchored to the ground.
Example of bike racks:

Reference : Quebec City's Bike Rack

PROGRAMMES
S2.2 PHASE

Install innovative water fountains, vendor machines, shelters and benches for bicycle users

Facilities installments:
Basic facilities including water fountain, benches, temporary bicycle parking stands, autonomous bicycle repair
stations, showering facilities, public toilets and vendor machines will be installed in the Hub area.

Innovative cyclers water fountains
The smart water fountains had more features than the conventional ones and are more sustainable .It has a
touchscreen controls and can provide ice-cold and filtered water. It can also rinse your bottle and can be
powered by solar panels. They can also act as an information panel stand, providing necessary information of
the bicycle Hub.

Reference : Woosh Water

PROGRAMMES
S2.3 PHASE

Introduce a new system of autonomous bicycle sharing system within the area

A total of 0.37 hectares of land will be proposed to develop of the bicycle rental racks. Two abandoned lands
were proposed in this programme, including one next to the drainage services department kwai chung
preliminary treatment works in. These two docls can accommodate around 730 autonomous bicycles at the
same time.

Autonomous bicycle sharing system

Provide a service for the district residents and Hub users in which bicycles are made available for shared use to
individuals on a short term basis for a price or free. There are two docks within the bicycle Hub which allow
people to borrow a bike from a "dock" and return it at another dock belonging to the same system. The user
uses the QR code and enters payment information, and the computer will unlock a bike. The user returns the
bike by placing it in the dock, which locks it in place. All of these bicycle docks will be powered partly by solar
power to reduce its carbon emission level. This system is only designated for bicycle users within the district,
regulations and GPS systems should be posed to restrict people from taking these bicycles away from the
Kwai Tsing area. In order to avoid the loss of these bicycles.

Reference : Quebec City's Bike Rack

Autonomous Bicycle rental docsk

PROGRAMMES
S2.5 PHASE

Install clear Wayﬁndings (Signs, roadmarks, smart lightings and directional guidances)
Suggestions of major sign placement

The original road signage systems inside the bicycle Hub were designed for huge trucks and vehicles. A
comprehensive signing and pavement marking system should be developed in order to to guide bicyclists to
their destinations along preferred routes and minimizing accidents.

Signage Systems
Warning signs, Regulatory signs, and Informatory signs are the three prevailing types of signs. Signs are
generally located at decision points and major destinations along bicycle routes. Wayfinding also notifies
bicyclists of the presence of which kind of bicycle-friendly routes within Perimeter. Be visible to bicyclists as
well as motorists if indicating a bicycle route;  These signs should be placed at decision points along bicycle
routes and on near-side of intersections in advance of junction. Clear informatory signs should also be placed
along a route to indicate a nearby destination. (eg. Kwai Chung)

Example of Sign Placements:

Reference : Transport Department

PROGRAMMES
S2.5 PHASE

Install clear Wayﬁndings (Signs, roadmarks, smart lightings and directional guidances)
Suggestions of major road markings

The original road signage systems inside the bicycle Hub were designed for huge trucks and vehicles. A
comprehensive signing and pavement marking system should be developed in order to to guide bicyclists to
their destinations along preferred routes and minimizing accidents.

Road Marking Systems
Roadmarks are vital to define different routes and zones for cyclist to follow. These marks can minimize the
accidents caused by the traffic or cyclists and ensure the space that the cyclist can occupy. Roadmarks will be
painted by white paint on the reddish brown fine asphalt concrete cycling pavements to create tracks and
routes within the cycling Hub. The road marks in the hub may include directional arrows, lane lines, hatched
traffic island marking, “slow down” and “stop” markings.

Reference : Transport Department

PROGRAMMES
S2.4 PHASE

Install adequate and proper changing rooms and showers

Facilities installments:
Basic facilities including water fountain, benches, temporary bicycle parking stands, autonomous bicycle repair
stations, showering facilities, public toilets and vendor machines will be installed in the Hub area.

Changing rooms and showers
Changing areas and showers provide a place for bicycle users to wash and change from exercise clothing to
their casual clothings. Especially when combined with convenient and secure bicycle parking and lockers,
encourage bicycle commuting and benefit other people who exercise during the workday. These facilities
should Provide an area for cyclers to store a change of clothes throughout the day;  Be regularly cleaned and
maintained;  Provide enough showers to support the number of Hub users.

Reference : Mobility Lab

PROGRAMMES
S3.2 PHASE

Develop automated bicycle repairing stands for the bicycle Hub

Facilities installments:
Basic facilities including water fountain, benches, temporary bicycle parking stands, autonomous bicycle repair
stations, showering facilities, public toilets and vendor machines will be installed in the Hub area.

Automated bicycle repairing stands
Four automated bike repair stand will be installed in the Hub. An automated bike repair stand can allow
anyone to fix their bicycles without any help of a technician, the stand will be providing AI real time question
answering the questions of the cycler and guide the entire repairing process. It is mounted to the ground and
provides a place to fix or adjust one’s bicycle. The stand can be convenient if one’s bike breaks or needs
adjustment at the beginning or end of a ride.
Air inflation is a component of the modern repair stands, these pumping machines were mainly powered by
the solar panels itself. Bike repair stands provide a place and tools to fix and maintain one’s bicycle. The stand
is typically outfitted with tools to work on a bike, allowing a bike rider to repair one’s bike and do basic
maintenance. Bike repair stands are typically located adjacent to a bike parking area. They can also be located
in other areas with frequent bike traffic, such as at transit stations.

Reference : Mobility Lab

PROGRAMMES
S3.3 PHASE

Develop a accessible database of equipment availability and supportive retail

A total of 0.37 hectares of land will be proposed to develop of the bicycle rental racks. Two abandoned lands
were proposed in this programme, including one next to the drainage services department kwai chung
preliminary treatment works in. These two docls can accommodate around 730 autonomous bicycles at the
same time.

Retail Database
District area bicyclists are always able to access basic bicycling equipment in case of a mechanical problem.
Encourage and subsidise various retail establishments and officeto stock basic materials and promote the
cooperation of these partners. These retail points and database encourages the willingness of owning bicycles
around the district and promote the bicycle industries in Hong Kong.

Reference : Quebec City's Bike Rack

Bicycle shops and retail stores

PROGRAMMES
S3.3 PHASE

Install innovative water fountains, vendor machines, shelters and benches for bicycle users

Facilities installments:
Basic facilities including water fountain, benches, temporary bicycle parking stands, autonomous bicycle repair
stations, showering facilities, public toilets and vendor machines will be installed in the Hub area.

Vendor Machines
Vendor machines can be installed after the trails network is broadly implemented in the bike Hub. We may
also consider installation of bicycle equipment vending machines, which stock items such as tubes, patch kits,
and basic tools, as well as snacks and drinks. With the introduction of a comprehensive bike share system,
Helmet vending may also be considered, and vending machines could be sited with bike share locations.
These vending machines will also be powered by solar panels.

Reference : Bikestock

PROGRAMMES
S3.3 PHASE

Apps and Website establishment (Containing news, route maps
and information of the bicycle hub)

Facilities installments:
Basic facilities including water fountain, benches, temporary bicycle parking stands, autonomous bicycle repair
stations, showering facilities, public toilets and vendor machines will be installed in the Hub area.

Apps and Website development
Websites and applications are a great way to consolidate bicycling resources to make it easy for basic and
experienced riders to find brochures, maps, events, and other bike related resources. A bicycling information
website will provide essential information to beginner and experienced riders in the bicycle Hub, allowing
them to access to route details, shop information and stocks, and any events happening in the Hub.

Reference : CyclingUk.org, Strava

PROGRAMMES
S6.1 & S6.2 PHASE

Grant designated areas for artists to establish their markets and exhibitions

Mural art and sculpture exhibition zones
Street art will be installed by local artists in designated zones. These zones create chances for regional and
international artists to showcase their creativity and ideas in Hong Kong and internationally through the
manifestations of street art and street culture. On the other hand, these artworks can also decorate and
enhance the values of the entire bicycle Hub, hence connecting the local artists together. These art
installations will be closely monitored and maintained by the FEDH to ensure the conditions and their
amenity levels. While these art installations can also become attractions for cyclers in long term.

Reference : cycling track from East Coast
Park to Changi Airport

PROGRAMMES
S11.1 PHASE

Build bicycle trails that link residential estates and the initial parks to the bicycle hub.

Develop district bicycle networks
After some traffic road and pedestrian sidewalks adjustments, district bicycle
tracks and routes were developed in this stage. This track system enables most
of the housing estates and residential clusters to connect with each other and
link to the bicycle Hub. For instance
There are three different hierarchies of bicycle tracks designed in this stage,
including the “On-street track”, the “Separated link track” and the “Shared-Lane
track”.

On-street bike Lanes
An on-road bicycle facility
designed by road
markings and signings

Separated Bike Lanes
Exclusive tracks,
physically separated from
traffic roads and
pedestrian sidewalks.

Shared Lane track
Shared tracks with road
markings, providing
wayfindings and
guidelines for mixed
traffic

PROGRAMMES
S11.1 PHASE

Build bicycle trails that link residential estates and the initial parks to the bicycle hub.

